
Applications for 
Self-Locking Gears
Self-locking gears prevent backdriving and inertial driving, 
and they may find applications in a wide variety of 
industries.
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I
In mosT gEAr drIvEs, whEn drIvIng TorquE Is suddEnly rEducEd As A rEsulT of powEr 

off, TorsIonAl vIBrATIon, powEr ouTAgE, or Any mEchAnIcAl fAIlurE AT ThE TrAnsmIs-

sIon InpuT sIdE, ThEn gEArs wIll BE roTATIng EIThEr In ThE sAmE dIrEcTIon drIvEn By ThE 

sysTEm InErTIA, or In ThE opposITE dIrEcTIon drIvEn By ThE rEsIsTAnT ouTpuT loAd duE 

To grAvITy, sprIng loAd, ETc. ThE lATTEr condITIon Is Known As BAcKdrIvIng. durIng 

InErTIAl moTIon or BAcKdrIvIng, ThE drIvEn ouTpuT shAfT (loAd) BEcomEs ThE drIvIng 

onE And ThE drIvIng InpuT shAfT (loAd) BEcomEs ThE drIvEn onE. ThErE ArE mAny gEAr 

drIvE ApplIcATIons whErE ouTpuT shAfT drIvIng Is undEsIrABlE. In ordEr To prEvEnT IT, 

dIffErEnT TypEs of BrAKE or cluTch dEvIcEs ArE usEd.

 however, there are also solutions in the gear trans-
mission that prevent iner tial motion or backdriving 
using self-locking gears without any additional devic-
es. The most common one is a worm gear with a low 
lead angle. In self-locking worm gears, torque applied 
from the load side (worm gear) is blocked, i.e. cannot 
drive the worm. however, their application comes with 
some limitations: the crossed axis shafts’ arrange-
ment, relatively high gear ratio, low speed, low gear 
mesh efficiency, increased heat generation, etc.

Also, there are parallel axis self-locking gears [1, 
2]. These gears, unlike the worm gears, can utilize 
any gear ratio from 1:1 and higher. They have the 
driving mode and self-locking mode, when the iner tial 
or backdriving torque is applied to the output gear. 
Initially these gears had very low (<50 percent) driv-
ing ef ficiency that limited their application. Then it 
was proved [3] that high driving ef ficiency of such 
gears is possible. criteria of the self-locking was ana-
lyzed in this ar ticle [4]. This paper explains the prin-
ciple of the self-locking process for the parallel axis 
gears with symmetric and asymmetric teeth profile, 
and shows their suitability for dif ferent applications.

Self-locking condition
figure 1 presents conventional gears (a) and self-
locking gears (b), in case of backdriving. figure 2 
presents conventional gears (a) and self-locking gears 
(b), in case of iner tial driving. practically all conven-
tional gear drives have the pitch point p located in the 
active por tion the contact line B1-B2 (figs 1a and 2a). 
This pitch point location provides low specific sliding 
velocities and friction, and, as a result, high driving 
ef ficiency. In case when such gears are driven by out-
put load or iner tia, they are rotating freely, because 
the friction moment (or torque) is not sufficient to 
stop rotation. In figs 1 and 2: 

1– driving pinion
2 – driven gear
db1, db2 – base diameters 
dp1, dp2 – pitch diameters
da1, da2 – outer diameters
T1 – driving pinion torque
T2 – driven gear torque 
T’2 – driving torque, applied to the gear 
T’1 – driven torque, applied to the pinion 
f – driving force 
f’ –  driving force, when the backdriving or  

iner tial torque applied to the gear 
aw – operating transverse pressure angle
g – arctan(f) - friction angle 
f – average friction coefficient

In order to make gears self-locking, the pitch point 
p should be located of f the active por tion the contact 
line B1-B2. There are two options. option 1: when 
the point p is placed between a center of the pinion 
o1 and the point B2, where the outer diameter of 
the gear intersects the contact line. This makes the 
self-locking possible, but the driving ef ficiency will 
be low under 50 percent [3]. option 2 (figs 1b and 
2b): when the point p is placed between the point B1, 
where the outer diameter of the pinion intersects the 
line contact and a center of the gear o2. This type of 
gears can be self–locking with relatively high driving 
ef ficiency > 50 percent.

Another condition of self-locking is to have a suf-
ficient friction angle g to deflect the force f’ beyond 
the center of the pinion o1. It creates the resisting 
self-locking moment (torque) T’1 = f’ x l’1, where l’1 
is a lever of the force f’1. This condition can be pre-
sented as l’1min > 0 or

 

 
 (1)
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or
, (2) 

where:
u = n2/n1 – gear ratio,
n1 and n2 – pinion and gear number of 
teeth,

–  involute profile angle 
at the tip of the gear 
tooth.

deSign of Self-
locking gearS
self-locking gears are custom. They can-
not be fabricated with the standards 
tooling with, for example, the 20o pres-
sure and rack. This makes them ver y 
suitable for direct gear design® [5, 6] 
that provides required gear per formance 
and after that defines tooling param-
eters.

direct gear design presents the sym-
metric gear tooth formed by two invo-

lutes of one base circle (fig. 3a). The 
asymmetric gear tooth is formed by two 
involutes of two dif ferent base circles 
(fig. 3b). The tooth tip circle da allows 
avoiding the pointed tooth tip. The 
equally spaced teeth form the gear. The 
fillet profile between teeth is designed 
independently to avoid inter ference and 
provide minimum bending stress. The 
operating pressure angle aw and the con-
tact ratio ea are defined by the following 
formulae:

- for gears with symmetric teeth   

,  (3)

;  (4)

- for gears with asymmetric teeth

 ,    (5)

 ,    (6)

 ,    (7)

where:
 inv(x) = tan x - x - involute function of the profile angle x (in radians).

Fig. 1: Conventional (left) and self-locking (right) gears; 1 – driving pinion, 2 - driven gear; blue color shows 
the normal driving operation, red color – the case when the driven gear becomes the driving by output load.
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conditions (1) and (2) show that self-locking requires high 
pressure and high sliding friction in the tooth contact. If the 
sliding friction coefficient f = 0.1 – 0.3, it requires the trans-
verse operating pressure angle to aw = 75 – 85o. As a result, 
the transverse contact ratio e

a
 < 1.0 (typically 0.4 – 0.6). 

lack of the transverse contact ratio should be compensated 
by the axial (or face) contact ratio e

b
 to guarantee the total 

contact ratio e
g
 = e

a
 + e

b
 ≥ 1.0. This can be achieved by using 

Gear Input Output

Number of teeth 6 11

Normal module, mm 1.500

Normal pressure angle 63o

Helix angle on the pitch diameter 75o

Transverse pressure angle 82.5o

Transverse Contact ratio 0.50

Axial Contact ratio 2.00

Fig. 2: Conventional (top) and self-locking (bottom) 
gears; 1 – driving pinion, 2 – driven gear; blue 
color shows the normal driving operation, red color 
– the case when the driven gear becomes the driv-
ing by inertia.

Table 1: Gear Data.
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helical gears (fig. 4a). however, helical gears apply the axial 
(thrust) force on the gear bearings. The double helical (or “her-
ringbone”) gears (fig. 4b) allow to compensate this force.

high transverse pressure angles result in increased bearing 
radial load that could be up to four to five times higher than for 
the conventional 20o pressure angle gears. Bearing selection 
and gearbox housing design should be done accordingly to hold 
this increased load without excessive deflection. 

Application of the asymmetric teeth for unidirectional drives 
allows for improved per formance. for the self-locking gears that 
are used to prevent backdriving, the same tooth flank is used 
for both driving and locking modes. In this case asymmetric 
tooth profiles provide much higher transverse contact ratio 
at the given pressure angle than the symmetric tooth flanks. 

DECREASED FRICTION
Basically there are two approaches for subsequent friction 
reduction in a transmission: chemical and mechanical. One 
example for mechanical reduction of friction is molybdenum 
sulfide (MoS2). This is a solid lubricant with a structure similar 
to graphite. It deposits on the surface of the metal and acts as 
a lubricating layer, preventing direct metal-to-metal contact. The 
reduced friction decreases the heat caused by friction, and thus 
the oil temperature. Moreover, wear is reduced and the service 
life increased. The benefits of molybdenum sulfide have been 
known for some time. During the Second World War the U.S. Air 
Force added molybdenum sulfide to the motor oil for aircraft 
engines. At that time the main objective was neither to increase 
service intervals nor to save fuel. The benefit was more direct: 
The molybdenum sulfide significantly improved the emergency 
running characteristics. When an engine lost its oil after a 
direct hit, the pistons seized up within minutes, necessitating 
an emergency landing in hostile territory. The molybdenum sul-
fide remained in the engine even after losing the oil, providing 
rudimentary lubrication for the engine. This capability kept the 
engine running longer, saving many pilots from being captured. 
Naturally, such emergency running properties are also an advan-
tage even in non-military applications. In the event of damage, 
they help to minimize the consequences, and when no damage 
is present they reduce friction and therefore wear.

In the case of chemical friction reduction, special agents 
tend to harden the surface of the metal. One of these agents 
is molybdenum, embedded into the surface of the metal under 
pressure at high temperatures. The surface is smoothed and 
microscopically small roughness reduced. This principle was 
also exploited by the military. A manufacturer of tank cannons 

Fig. 2: There is no room for downtime due to trans-
mission failures in this operation.
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Fig 3: Direct Gear Design tooth profile definition; right – 
symmetric tooth; left – asymmetric tooth; da – tooth tip 
circle diameter; db – base circle diameter; n– involute 
intersection profile angle; subscripts “d” and “c” are for 
the drive and coast flanks of the asymmetric tooth.

Fig 4: Self-locking gear design; a – helical gears; b – 
double helical gears.
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It makes it possible to reduce the helix 
angle and axial bearing load. for the 
self-locking gears that used to prevent 
iner tial driving, dif ferent tooth flanks are 
used for driving and locking modes. In 
this case, asymmetric tooth profile with 
low-pressure angle provides high ef fi-
ciency for driving mode and the opposite 
high-pressure angle tooth profile is used 
for reliable self-locking.

teSting Self-locking 
gearS
self-locking helical gear prototype sets were 
made based on the developed mathemati-
cal models. The gear data are presented 
in the Table 1, and the test gears are pre-
sented in fig. 5.

The schematic presentation of the test 
setup is shown in fig. 6. The 0.5nm electric 
motor was used to drive the actuator. An 
integrated speed and torque sensor was 
mounted on the high-speed shaft of the 
gearbox and hysteresis Brake dynamometer 
(hd) was connected to the low speed shaft 
of the gearbox via coupling. The input and 
output torque and speed information were 
captured in the data acquisition tool and fur-
ther analyzed in a computer using data anal-
ysis software. The instantaneous efficiency 
of the actuator was calculated and plotted 
for a wide range of speed/torque combina-
tion. Average driving efficiency of the self- 
locking gear obtained during testing was 
above 85 percent. The self-locking property 
of the helical gear set in backdriving mode 
was also tested. during this test the exter-
nal torque was applied to the output gear 
shaft and the angular transducer showed 
no angular movement of input shaft, which 
confirmed the self-locking condition.

Potential aPPlicationS
Initially, self-locking gears were used in tex-
tile industry [2]. however, this type of gears 
has many potential applications in lifting 
mechanisms, assembly tooling, and other 
gear drives where the backdriving or iner-
tial driving is not permissible. one of such 
application [7] of the self-locking gears for a 
continuously variable valve lift system was 
suggested for an automotive engine.

Summary
In this paper, a principle of work of the self-
locking gears has been described. design 

Fig 5: Helical 
self-locking 
test gears.
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specifics of the self-locking gears with sym-
metric and asymmetric profiles are shown, 
and testing of the gear prototypes has 
proved relatively high driving efficiency and 
reliable self-locking. The self-locking gears 
may find many applications in various indus-
tries. for example, in a control systems 
where position stability is very important 
(such as in automotive, aerospace, medi-
cal, robotic, agricultural etc.) the self-locking 
will allow to achieve required performance. 
similar to the worm self-locking gears, the 
parallel axis self-locking gears are sensitive 
to operating conditions. The locking reliability 
is affected by lubrication, vibration, misalign-
ment, etc. Implementation of these gears 
should be done with caution and requires 
comprehensive testing in all possible operat-
ing conditions. 
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